
School Uniform 
What do students wear at YHS? 
The school and  P&C promote the wearing of school uniform to foster a sense of belonging to the school 
community and develop a sense of pride in the school.   Students who are not in uniform must bring a note from 
their parents/care givers. If this becomes a recurring problem then a parental interview will be organised. 
NB: It is a legal and a safety requirement to wear  leather shoes (with a tongue) for practical subjects. These 
shoes are for the protection of student feet in case of chemicals or equipment being dropped onto them.  To 
facilitate this we require students to wear these at all times. 
If providing uniform will cause financial hardship for students, assistance may be available through the Principal 
 
JUNIOR GIRLS 
 UNIFORM   
      School Tartan skirt in (knee length) ‘A’ line or pleated styles  
 OR Plain Navy tailored Shorts/Slacks  (not sport shorts) 
      Marl grey polo shirt. 
      White socks (that cover ankle) OR  black stockings 
      Black leather shoes (enclosed). WH&S appropriate 
      Polar Fleece plain navy jumper OR plain navy Woollen V neck jumper with YHS logo  
PE AND SPORTS UNIFORM (TO BE WORN ONLY FOR PE LESSONS/SPORTS DAYS) 
      Navy shorts, navy sport shirt, white socks, white joggers. Riverina tops / jerseys can be worn on sport days only. 
     (tracksuit - fleecy lined microfibre - navy jacket, plain navy pants). 
 
 
JUNIOR BOYS 
UNIFORM 
      Grey shorts OR grey trouser 
      Marl grey polo shirt   
      Grey socks (that cover ankle) 
      Black leather shoes (enclosed) WH&S appropriate 
      Polar Fleece plain navy jumper OR plain navy Woollen V neck jumper with YHS logo 
PE AND SPORTS UNIFORM (TO BE WORN ONLY FOR PE LESSONS/SPORTS DAYS) 
      Navy shorts, navy sport shirt, white or grey socks, white joggers. Riverina tops / jerseys can be worn on sport days only. 
     (tracksuit - fleecy lined microfibre - navy jacket, plain navy pants). 
 
SENIOR GIRLS 
UNIFORM 
      School Senior pleated skirt (knee length)  OR Plain Navy tailored Shorts/Slacks (not sports shorts) 
      White cotton button shirt with school logo 
      White socks (that cover ankle)  OR  black stockings 
      Black leather shoes (enclosed) WH&S appropriate 
      Polar Fleece plain navy jumper OR plain navy Woollen V neck jumper with YHS logo 
 PE AND SPORTS UNIFORM (TO BE WORN ONLY FOR PE LESSONS/SPORTS DAYS) 
      Navy shorts, navy sport shirt, white socks, white joggers. Riverina tops / jerseys can be worn on sport days only. 
     (tracksuit - fleecy lined microfibre - navy jacket, plain navy pants). 
 
SENIOR  BOYS 
UNIFORM 
      Grey shorts OR grey trousers 
      White cotton button shirt with school logo  
      White socks (that cover ankle) 
      Black leather shoes (enclosed) WH&S appropriate 
      Polar Fleece plain navy jumper OR plain navy Woollen V neck jumper with YHS logo 
PE AND SPORTS UNIFORM (TO BE WORN ONLY FOR PE LESSONS/SPORTS DAYS) 
      Navy shorts, navy sport shirt, white socks, white joggers. Riverina tops / jerseys can be worn on sport days only. 
     (tracksuit - fleecy lined microfibre - navy jacket, plain navy pants). 
 
EXCURSIONS: School uniform must be worn unless otherwise stated. 
 
* All items of uniform, that may be removed, should be carefully labelled. 
 
* Students are encouraged to wear a hat outdoors and for sport. 
 


